
NOT SURE WHAT TO TRADE? 

Send us just one thing or two or a collection of objects, like a care package or survival kit.

Make us something new or send us something old.

Send us your over-printed zines, comics, postcards, prints – those you’ve made or have 
collected and wish to pass on.

Send xeroxes of photographs, favourite texts, poems, songs that have been meaningful, diary 
entries from a time of great difficulty or epiphany.

Send cross stitches, drawings, paintings, ceramics, jewelry, manifestos, mixed tapes – on an 
actual tape, a CD, a USB thumb drive, or a www link.

Send a prototype or an early attempt at something you’ve been meaning to learn or get back in 
the habit of doing.

Make collages out of left overs from completed or abandoned projects and send them our way.

Send recipes, spells, patterns for designs you’ve invented or discovered, old re-surfaced to-do 
lists, partially completed or entirely abandoned.

Send us secrets, intentions, apologies, existential fears, written down and requiring more 
witnesses.

Send us declarations of something you are proud of, of achievements, of whatever magnitude, 
which deserve acknowledgment.

Send us stickers, tchotchkes, tokens, or souvenirs which tickled your fancy.

Send us a collection of blue things or of wooden things or of things that start with the letter ‘P.’

Send T-shirts that don’t fit right but are great and deserve to be appreciated.

How about rocks which caught your attention on the river bed? Dried flowers pressed in thrift 
store books with funny titles? Things that need a place but don’t have a place yet? Objects of 
symbolic importance to you that will feel good to share?

Send us a bunch or a little, spend some money on it or use only what you already have and 
wish to do something with.

Send us SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEM OF STAYING ALIVE and we’ll send you some too!

Include an accompanying note which explains the significance of your trade or leave it as a 
mystery up to our imaginations… 


